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Tracking & Reacting to COVID-19
• Virus Volatility Continues

• The selloff has been broad based and should provide an opportunity for 
investors to eventually rebalance

• Proactive Pandemic Policy Response
• Global monetary/fiscal support should provide a cushion for economic 

growth despite the rising risks from COVID-19

• Primary Season Takes Shape
• As the number of potential political outcomes narrows, markets should 

begin to reflect the policies of leading candidates
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Chart of the Week:
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The Market Selloff Has Been Particularly Broad-Based

Virus Volatility Continues

• Coronavirus Volatility Continues. Markets closed off another whirlwind week on
Friday, with the S&P 500 closing 12.2% below its all-time high and 10-year Treasury
Notes now yielding ~0.4%, a record low. The risk-off environment was triggered by a
growing number of coronavirus cases within the U.S., which now sits at 566 total
confirmed cases, up meaningfully from ~60 the week prior. On top of that, the
breakdown of OPEC+* over the weekend appears to be introducing fresh volatility.

• The Selloff Has Been Broad-Based. The percentage of stocks in the Russell 3000 index
that are trading above their respective 200-day moving averages has plummeted
to 25.3%. Readings this low have often been a bullish signal for stocks. In fact, at
these levels or lower, the S&P 500 has posted a positive return in 89% of the 12-month
periods thereafter, with an average return of 20.1%. Many investors may find
themselves underweight equities and overweight bonds given the dramatic market
moves over the last few weeks. This should provide an opportunity to eventually
rebalance portfolios back to target weights.

• Watching the PMIs. Purchasing managers’ indexes (PMIs) are some of the more
responsive economic indicators to watch for signs of disruptions from COVID-19. For
instance, Markit’s China services PMI declined to an eye-popping 26.5 (well below
the neutral 50 mark), as the full effects of quarantine began to flow through. In
contrast, the U.S. indicators have held up fairly well so far – Markit’s figure fell
modestly to 49.4 and the Institute for Supply Management’s ticked higher to 57.3.

The selloff has been broad based and should provide an 
opportunity for investors to eventually rebalance

*OPEC+ refers to the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, with the “+” referring to Russia, which often coordinates with the group
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Proactive Pandemic Policy Response

• Fed Injects Stimulus. In a rare move, the Fed cut interest rates by a half percent
outside of a scheduled meeting, the first time it has done so since 2008. Powell
announced this move was geared toward boosting household and business
confidence as the risks to the U.S. economy from the virus progressed. The Fed has
reiterated that it is prepared to do more should conditions deteriorate further, and
the futures market seems to be taking them up on that prospect, pricing in a near
certainty that they cut rates by another half percent at their meeting in March.

• Fiscal Spending to Combat Virus Spread. President Trump has signed a bill allotting
$8.3B in spending to combat the growing coronavirus outbreak in the U.S. The
spending package includes funds intended for vaccine research, masks, test kits
and other medical supplies, as well as resources for state and local organizations.
The goal is to bolster the preparedness of the U.S. medical system and allay fears
that could lead to a more significant disruption of domestic economic activity.

• A Global Policy Response. Some other central banks have proactively cut rates
alongside the Fed, though not all have the means to provide monetary
accommodation via traditional means. That may prompt more decisive action on
the fiscal side, where G7 finance ministers jointly announced they are “ready to take
actions, including fiscal measures where appropriate.” Some countries have already
begun those efforts, including South Korea’s ~$9.8B in stimulus to fight the virus and
Italy announcing a ~$4B injection of its own.

Primary Season Takes Shape

• Super Tuesday & Beyond. The results from Super Tuesday showed an unprecedented
comeback from former Vice President Biden, whose last-minute surge secured him a
majority of the delegates at stake and cemented his status as the front-runner for
the Democratic nomination. In fact, FiveThirtyEight now estimates an almost 90%
chance that Biden will amass enough delegates to win the nomination on the first
ballot at the Democratic Convention and face Trump in the general election.

• Healthcare Stocks as Political Proxy? The remaining presidential candidates all have
different ideas for reform in healthcare. President Trump has been regarded as a
status quo candidate, who could repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA) if provided
enough Congressional support. Sanders, on the other hand, favors a single-payer
program which could virtually eliminate private insurance. Biden is somewhere in the
middle, as he plans to strengthen the existing ACA. Trends in healthcare stocks will
be closely watched for clues as to which election outcome markets may be pricing.

• Betting Markets Flip Momentum. Presently, PredictIt is estimating a 52% chance that
Trump is re-elected to a second term. However, Biden’s odds have skyrocketed
following his Super Tuesday performance, implying 40% odds of emerging as the
victor, up meaningfully from 14% just one month ago. However, he does not yet
have the nomination completely locked up, so PredictIt implies a 7% chance of a
Sanders presidency. The residual probability falls to the out-of-the-blue scenarios
where either Mike Pence or Hillary Clinton become the 46th president.

Global monetary/fiscal support should provide a cushion for 
economic growth despite the rising risks from COVID-19

As the number of potential political outcomes narrows, markets 
should begin to reflect the policies of leading candidates
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